Charge bands
Phone charge bands largely fall into four
categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Geographic numbers
Non-geographic
Mobile
Premium

We get the idea on mobiles and premium rate, but
many people don’t understand the difference
between geographic and non-geographic as they
are both to landlines. So let’s discuss them.

Why’s it important?
Most phone packages discuss great rates for
geographic numbers. Many offer packages
where calls are free. Fantastic.
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What can I do?
Make sure you’ve
got the best deal
for your calling
profile.

01865 771329

Non-geographic numbers
08 numbers are virtual phone numbers
and are thus not regarded as geographic.
A lot of these are billed as local rate or
national rate, which is true but often
callers think that the rates are the same
as they pay for geographic calls.
They do ring an actual geographic phone
but have different financial arrangements
between the phone company and the
holder of the number. A financial adviser,
The Motley Fool, tells us that we could
spend up to £2 billion on 0870 calls this
year. Receiving up to £700 million in
return for you calling them shows why
companies like these numbers.
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What can I do?
Always try to call a geographic number. The 08xx phone
numbers do have a real phone number as well!
One tip is to look at the web site for foreign callers. The 08xx
numbers do not always work for callers from abroad, so look
for a geographic number. Take off the +44 and add a zero. For
example, Mint gives these numbers for lost or stolen cards:

More on non-geographic numbers

UK - 0870 6000 459
Abroad +44 1423 700 545.

Yet 01423 700 545 works in the UK as well.
www.saynoto0870.com is a web site that lists 0845 and 0870
numbers together with their geographic equivalents. As an
example, Lloyds Bank Insurance centre is advertised as 0870
1660046, but the site tells us that you can also reach them on
0117 3020313.

But I’ve got a 08 number!
Think about your callers. There is a lot of resentment
building up as callers start to see the cost of these
calls: if they have an unlimited geographic calls
package, then an 0870 call sticks out like a sore
thumb. Even an 0845 ‘local’ call can cost more than a
national call. If you’ve got a bad deal with your
provider, then the caller is paying more and so are
you!
Consider whether the revenue from the call is worth
the potential loss of sales. In a price-driven market it
can make the difference between calling you or your
competitor. In a market that is working on long-term
relationships, ask how customers feel having to call
expensive numbers.

Some companies
are becoming
wise to this. Call
centres can see
the number that
you dialled and
many are refusing
to handle UK calls
that come in via
geographic
numbers.
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